Bubbles for Everyone?

Can a streamlined implementation of the Bubbles paradigm remain sensitive to
functionally important group- and individual-level differences in information use?
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Introduction
•
•
•
•

Bubbles1 is a powerful experimental technique capable of revealing the diagnostic visual information for a given judgment.
Classification images are generated based on categorical judgments of a stimulus space sparcely sampled with randomly positioned circular apertures of a set size.
Sessions are challenging and exhausting (many hundreds of trials) which traditionally has kept participant numbers low, and experiments confined to laboratory settings.
Recently there has been interest in using this approach to study individual differences (e.g., investigating information use and face expertise2,3) and in work with diverse
participant groups often tested outside the laboratory4-7
• Here we introduce small modifications to the standard paradigm aimed at reducing the number of trials needed to reliably yield meaningful individual level results.
• The approach is validated in a large sample of participants completing a face identity recognition task and yields novel findings about individual differences and face expertise.

Methods and Results
Data-driven simulations and a pilot study targeted estimates of the minimum number of trials required to achieve a stable solution.
Study Two: Long Form Experiment

Study One: Simulation Model

Goal: Validate modifications in human participants in known task (face identification of
famous faces), confirm necessary number of trials for stable individual level solution.
Methods: 10 motivated participants (8F, Mage 28.1yrs) each completed 4x608 bubbles trials
on separate days (2432 trials total, 23 bubbles per trial).
Two stimulus sets (4 male or 4 female celebrities). Online data collection.
Results: Mean categorisation accuracy for female celebrities faces 65%, male 54%
Considerable variability: most performed well but two really struggled: 32.3% & 30.6%)

Key modifications: 1. Only sample a grid of locations, not every pixel in image
2. Sample every face location exactly the same amount of times.
Goal: Determine the number of trials necessary to reliably establish a stable
classification image with these modifications.
Problem: The Bubbles paradigm permits researchers to visualise the information
observers use to perform a categorization task. But we have no objective knowledge of
the “correct” performance solution i.e. what information a given observer uses.
Solution: Simple simulation model, where critical information is ”known” a-priori.
Methods 1:
Create bubbled image (M1 = 12 bubbles per trial, M2 = 14). If
sufficient critical info visible (10%) model is correct, otherwise
incorrect. Repeat over 2000 trials randomly sampling the entire
set of locations many times.
Details:
252 locations to sample within
the face (144 in baseline).
Spacing = bubble standard
deviation (9 pixels), so all image
information presented.
Pre-determine the “correct”
critical information solution: left
eye, right eye and mouth
regions chosen here.
12 bubbles per trial = 21 trials
to sample every location.
14 bubbles per trial = 18 trials
to sample every location.

Classification images indicate the strength with which every sampled location is associated
with correct categorization decision.
Illustrative data: 1 participant, 4 sessions
Raw classification image information
association maps between correct
categorization performance and information
location.
The same figures are thresholded for
significance and positioned over a test face
image to highlight the visual regions driving
correct identification judgments.

Results: Classification image after 300 trials:
Model accuracy: M1 = 55%, M2 = 70%
N trials for 50% critical info captured: M1: 500, M2: 600.
Conclusion: 300 trials may be sufficient, 600 trials better.
Methods 2:
Estimate consistency of solution across different random
samples. Run 100 iterations of each model.
Results: M1: After 400 trials 86% runs capture the 3 ‘correct’
regions. After 700 trials 50% critical info on 83% runs.
M2: After 400 trials 90% runs capture the 3 ‘correct' regions.
After 700 trials 50% critical info captured on 92% runs.

After 1 session (608 trials), broadly sensitive to information use profiles (8/10 participants)
but not at stringent statistical thresholds (5/10, z score threshold 3.96).
After 2 sessions reliably sensitive even for the two poorest performers (30% correct)
After 3+ sessions = profile remains stable for all observers.

Given the need for a pragmatic and workable solution, we progressed
with our plan to target ~700 trials per participant.

Conclusion: Target ~700 trials
(And pragmatic results with 400?)

Large-scale experiment establishes validity of approach and explores individual differences in face processing
Study Three: Individual Differences Experiment
Goal: Explore individual differences in information use during a natural face categorization task
Methods: Via Prolific Academic, 232 participants (114 M, Mage = 25.8) were recruited to complete 2x360 trials online on separate days, along with two measures of face expertise:
the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT8) and in in-house face perception measure (simultaneous 3AFC discrimination task with upright, inverted and ‘visually-noisy’ faces).
142 participants met performance thresholds during S1 (accuracy 50%+ on low-bubbled/easy control trials) and were invited to complete S2. 2 x S2 failed for technical reasons.
Tasks featured videos of the experimenter to encourage attention and engagement9.
All participants saw the same trial set (i.e., with the same random samples of information, presented in the same order).
Methodology results:
• High degree of similarity in individual unthresholded classification images across two
short sessions (Test:Restest, r Mean = 0.89, SD = 0.044).
• At the group level, classic analysis confirms participants on
the whole use the eyes to perform the task.
• At the individual level, 134/140 participants showed some
significant eye use (p<0.005 uncorrected), 3 used nose
and mouth, 1 mouth and 2 had no significant features.
Using a (standard) more conservative threshold
(STAT4CI10) significant eye use is seen in 103/140.
• Example individual classification images:
Uncorrected

More conservative
threshold

Group level classification images

Consistency maps. Sum all individual
participants’ CI. Colour indicates the
number who used info significantly.

Across the relatively short testing session we observed clear strategic
reliance on key visual features, the eyes in most participants,
but with considerable individual variation obvious.

Face Processing results:
• Broadly support extant findings highlighting the importance of the eyes (and
particularly the left eye) at the group level to categorize faces by identity3.
• We use the group classification images to create ROI for the critical eye
information.
• We confirm that CFMT score (proxy for face memory and identification ability)
is highly correlated with information use (via maximum z-score) of both eyes (r
= 0.198, p=0.019), the left eye (r = 0.163, p=0.054) and the right eye (r =
0.278, p=0.001), from the observers perspective. No such correlation seen for
control region of equal size on the cheeks (p=0.66, 0.15, 0.65 for both cheeks,
left and right).
• This supports the importance of the right sided eye in addition to the left
for higher ability individuals
• Further we show that test-retest reliability correlates strongly with CFMT
score, r = 0.326, p<0.001.
• Thus higher ability individuals were particularly consistent, cf. poorer
performers who perhaps developed their strategy during the task
Single session analysis:
• Using only one session (360) trials we observe significant
association of feature use with face ability in 130/140
individuals (p<0.005 uncorrected, 78/140 corrected).
• Again, we observe significant association of CFMT score with
eye use (both: r = 0.233, p=0.008, left eye: r = 0.192,
p=0.023, right eye: r = 0.256, p=0.002). No similar
association with the control regions (all p< 0.21).
This confirms that a surprisingly low number of trials yields results that
are functionally consistent with more exhaustive approaches

Discussion
• Classification images generated from this streamlined implementation appear highly consistent both within and between most participants.
• We show a broadly equivalent picture of information use, that confirms and extends knowledge one of its functional correlates (face processing expertise), despite the reduced
number of trials compared to extant approaches (though we note the necessary reduction in statistical rigor).
• Depending on one’s goals, this approach can be used to characterize individual level information use in as few as 360 trials.
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